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"EDUCATION IS 
CLASH OF MIND 
IN KINDLY TILT" ~lJe Wr~tnu~ Imctklp " LEARER HEAD BEITER PEECH GREATER POWER" 
VOL. 26 
LEAGUE CONFERENCE BEST 
EVER HELD AT URSINUS 
Innovation Made, uch as Addl'e scs 
by Delegates, Music by tudents, 
and a Que tion Box 
T ARRIFF QUESTION CHOSEN 
"Resolved, that a high pl"otectivc 
tariff as a P Cl manenL policy pl'omotes 
the best interests of the United 
States"- thi is the question adopted 
by over one hundred delegates repre-
senting sume thh ty high sch:;.ols at 
the Annual Conference of the Debat -
ing League held at Ursinus College 
on November 19, 
It was the concensus of opinion 
among all the delegates that this \Va::; 
not only the lalgest but th e mo t 
helpful Conference that thc League 
has ever held. Much of its helpful-
ness was due to tw~ adclre5ses by suc-
cessful debating coaches-one by Mrs. 
Zaidee G. Wyatt, of Abing'ton, on how 
to get a debate "across" to an audi-
ence, and the other by Mr. Bertram 
M. Light, of Hummelsrown, on how 
to arouse high school interest in de-
bating, Abstracts of these addresses 
are published elsewhere in this issue. 
Prof. M. W. Witmer, President of 
the League, called the meeting to or-
der in the auditorium of Bomberger 
Hall. Dr. George L. Omwake, Presi-
dent of the Colleg~, welcomed the dele-
gates with an inspiring opening ad-
dress in which he stressed the import-
ance of debating as a preparation for 
modern life, ,and pointed out that 
among the Greeks argumentation was 
one of the most effective means of 
education. 
A new and interesting feature of 
this year's Conference was the sing-
ing of two solos by students of Miss 
Jeannette Douglas Hartenstine, the 
teacher of vocal music in the College, 
Miss Elizab~th Cornwell, of York-
town Heights, N. Y., sang at the 
morning session; and Miss Murial 
Wayman, of Trenton, N. J., in the af-
ternoon. Both selections were well 
rendered and warmly applauded. 
In the absence of the Secretary, 
Prof. F. I. Sheeder, the President ap-
~inted Miss Frances Hoover, of 
Lansdale, as Secretary pro tem. for 
(Continued on page 4) 
----u---
RAISING MONEY FOR DEB'ATES 
The question has been asked a num-
her of times how the member schools 
finance their debates. I have not 
made a careful study of the matter 
but I do know some of the ways. A 
number of schools charge admission. 
The students and their friends at-
tend and a neat sum is usually real-
ized. In the case of dual debates, re-
ciprocal arrangements may well be 
made for the admission fees of visit-
ing studenls, much as in athletics. 
Some schools that have trouble to 
get an audience charge their students 
a nominal sum which entitles them 
to attend every debate of the year, 
just as athletic dues are often assess-
ed on the whole student body. The 
students are more likely to attend un-
der this plan. 
Other schools have a general fund, 
into which they put all l'eceipts and 
from which they draw the expenses 
of all activities. By means of such 
a "pool" the paying activities, like 
football and dramatics, help to finance 
the activities that are not self-sup-
porting. 
I have also been told of cases in 
which the School Board pays for de-
bating just as it often pays a deficit 
in athletics, looking upon it as a le-
gitimate ~('hool expense. If there is 
anything in the school la\\' to prevent 
this, I do not know of it. Other 
methods, such as bazaars, are oc-
ealionally resorted to, but the above 
.eem the most common and business-
ke. 
It really should not cost very much 
(CoDdnuecl on pa.. t) 
1':n ll' l' d December 19, 190 ~ , al Collegev ille. Pa" as Second Class Mall 1' , uncleI' ACl of ongl'Pss of l\l a J'ch 3, 1879. 
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DELEGATES TO THE LEAGUE CONVENTION, ,HELD AT URSINUS COLLEGE, NOV. 19, 1927 
A DROP OF OIL IN TIME 
SAVES A BURN=OUT LATER 
How to Change Friction to FictiO'n 
and Keep the Machinery Cool 
in the Coming Debates 
SIMPI~Y BE GOOD SPORTSMEN 
All the members of the League 
want amicable relations with their 









More students can debate. 
Mon intc st is i1l"olcst:d. 
The teams meet each other. 
The coach has less work. 
No school changes sides. 
Dual debates are fairer. 
Each can follow his belief, 
Better results are secured. 
opponents, yet thoughtless acts are LEAGUE GROWS BY LEAPS 
sometimes committed which threaten 
the smooth running of the machinery. 
COUNTIES CO-OPERATING 
A drop of oil applied in time is w?rth In the report of last year's debating 
more than a quart after ~he bearmgs season app~ared a history of our Lea-
are burned out. You Will therefo~'e gue, explaining its new group system 
welcome, I am sure, "a few plam and the l'apid gl'owth in consequence. 
words from. truthf~l James," meant I In 1926-27 the membel'ship jumped 
fol' no one 10 ~artIculal' but for the from sixteen to thirty-two schools, 
whole League m general. All the and this year it bids fail' to exceed 
matters here referred. to have ~een the fifty mark. The fan Conference, 
brought to my attentIon by .val'lous too, was twice as large as ever be-
schools, hence they are not aimed at fore. The few members who had to 
anyone. member. Please acce,pt these drop out last year for local reasons 
suggestIOns fl'om your executive head are' back and it now looks as if there 
as a lubricant, not as an initant. w~uld n;t be a single withdrawal this 
Training, ·not Victories year. More than that, remote 
In the first place, students, coaches, schcols that have not even l'eceived 
pl'incipals, and communities should our literature are making application 
never lose sight of the fact that the for membership. All this bespeaks a 
pl'imary purpose of debating is tl'ain- live org'anization of satisfied schools. 
ing for the students, and Mt the win- In going over the roll }'ecently the 
ning of victories or trophies. Tl'ain- writel' was surprised to find that the 
ing in thinking, in composition, and League now reaches into thirteen 
in delivery, to be sure; but also train- counties. Even more SUl'pI'ising is 
ing in honor and citize.nship. Stu- the fact that the student population 
dents are often immature in their or the member schools last year ex-
ideas of sportsmanship and overzeal- ceeded 15,000, This year it will run 
ous in their ambition to win. Even well over 20,000. These students can-
communities sometimes take the atti- not all debate, but they will all have 
tude of "our School, right 01' wrong." a chance of hearing public questions 
But for the good of the students, discussed and will pI'ofit indirectly. 
whose ideals of honor and citizenship Many former League debaters are 
are being formed, school authorities now "making good" on college teams. 
must set themselves squllrely against A recent feature of our growth is 
any and all selfish or unsportsman- the co-operation of various county 
like practices. It is far more credit- superintendents of schools. The su-
able to any school to lose honorably perintendents of Montgomery County 
than to win dishonorably, have for several years been actively 
Observing the By-laws working with the League, and in con-
Perhaps the most fruitful source of sequence most of the first class high 
friction is disregard of the League schools in this County are now de-
By-laws. These are the outgrowth bating in our groups. One of the 
of seven years of League experience Assistant Superintendents, Mr. W. A. 
and were regularly adopted by the Gensler, was of great help in planning' 
member schools at the .annual confer- the present By-Laws and is now a 
ence. , Acceptance of membership in member of our Debating Council. 
the organization implies acceptance A few weeks ago Mr. 'Arthur P. 
of its By-laws, both in spirit and let- Mylin, Superintendent of Lancaster 
ter. Let coaches therefore acquaint County, invited your President to 
themselves with all League provisions Ephrata, where he had the privilege 
(Continued on page 2) (Continued on pa.ge 4) 
TWO EXCELLENT ADDRESSES 
BY SUCESSFUL COACHES 
The Importance of Delivery Stre sed 
And Ways of Arousing Interest 
Pointed Out 
"SPEAK THE ISPEECH, I PRAY." 
This line from Hamlet's famous ad-
vice to the players was made the basis 
of a vel'y helpful address delivered at 
the November Conference by Mrs. 
Zaidee G. Wyatt, the director of de-
bating and expression at the Abing-
ton High School. The substance of 
her remarks was the part that deMv-
ery plays in getting a debate "across" 
to an audience and the means by 
which succe s in this art may be 
attained. 
The edi tor regret s very much that 
he does not have the manuscript or 
an abstract of Mrs. Wyatt's address , 
One of the points brought out by 
the speakel' was that a pleasing man-
ner on the rostrum is a big factor in 
success. The debater must present a 
neat appearance, must cultivate a 
winsome personality, and must be 
trained how to use his voice effectively 
in combination with significant ges-
tUl'es and facial expression. 
The novice in public speaking is 
likely to become self-conscious on the 
rostrum and therefol'e seems a differ-
ent person. He often loses his com-
~sure, lapses into faulty language, 
an artificial manner, and an incoher-
ent flow of ideas. AU this can be 
overcome only by long and patient 
training in actual practice. 
A very important matter in the de-
livery of a debate is the correct plac-
ing of emphasis. Certain ideas must 
be made to s tand out prominently if 
argument is ro be effective. A wrong 
stress of voice or a misplaced gesture 
may completely ruin a thought. No 
matter how well a speech may be 
planned in advance it seems flat if the 
high lights are not made conspicuous 
in the delivery. Here again training 
is the only remedy. 
Perhaps the most significant point 
is the difference between a written 
and a spoken style. Some teachers 
make the mistake of letting their de-
baters write their speeches in an es-
say style, and then memorize and de-
liver them in that form. As essay 
style does not admit of good delivery. 
(Continued on page 2) 
PRICE, 5 CE NTS 
S. 0, S. HELPS FOR DEBATERS 
GIVEN IN TABLOID DOSES 
Get Mo t Reeent a.nd Reliable Facts 
F ind Big I ue, Rea On oundly 
Refute Main Point Only 
KEE P COOL AND FIGHT F AIRLY 
Perhaps t he students and teachers 
of debating in the high scho,::·1 of 
Pennsylvania will permit some sug-
gestions f l om one who has been con-
nected with this form of intellectual 
contest, as speaker Ot· coach, for 
morc t han a quarter of a cent ury . 111 
t ha t time the " rules of t he game" 
have nat urall y changed somewhat, but 
t he underlying pr incip?es remain t he 
same. Some of t hese I shall here try 
to set f :Hth, but of necessity in con-
dens d, capsule for m. Any good text-
book on Composit ion, Rhetori c, or 
Argumentation wil l g ive you a f ullet 
t reatment . The purpose of t his a t,ti cle 
is not to feed you, but to mal{(! you 
hung l'y for more. -
Getting at the F acts 
This big subject can onl y be touched 
he re. A k the librarian for "The 
Reader s' Guide," The Book Review 
Guide," and "The Cumulat ive Book 
Review Index." Your coach will teach 
you to use t h em. Raed encyclopedia 
a rticles on t he t ariff, and refer to 
t he "year books" in t he library. 
" Who's Who in America" will g i ve 
you the standing of you r authorit ies. 
Use only the best materials . The 
libr arians will help you. In gene ral, 
good books are most r eliable, stand-
ard magazines rank second, and news-
papers lowest. 
Taking Notes 
As you read you should take notes. 
The best way i to use white 3 x 5 
inch filing cards. Arrange your ma-
terial thus: 
Philippines Health and Sanitation 
(Main topi c) (Sub~topic ) 
"The quarant ine service was ex-
tremely successful during 1917, pre-
venting entrance into the Islands of 
bubonic plague and other serious dis-
eases fl'om nearby posts." 
New Int. Y r . Bk., 1918, p. 489 
(Continued 0 11 p a g e 3) 
----Ul----
A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
For the benefit of those who may 
not have immediate access to "The 
Readers ' Guide" this brief list of 
magazine articles is published. It in-
cludes most of the articles listed in 
the "Guide" since July, 1926. The 
number in fI'ont of the colon indicates 
the volume; the numbers after the 
colon stand for the pages. Thus 55 :4-8 
means volume 55, pages 4 to 8. From 
the page numbers you can tell how 
long an article i. The author's name 
is omitted here for brevity. 
Big business hits the tal'iff 
Lit. Dig., 94: 13, JI. 16, '27 
Tariff specter, etc. 
Nation, 124: 598, J~ 1 '27 
Failur~ of flexible tariff, '22-'27 
New Rep., 51: 244-7, Jl. 27, '27 
Fighting tal'itfs in the ring 
Lit. Dig., 95:12, Oct. 15, '27 
France's tariff and America's 
New Rep., 52: 198-200, Oct. 12, '27 
Offensive and defensive tariffs 
World's Work, 55: 4-8, Nov., '27 
Our tariff tiff with France 
Lit. Dig., 94: 8-9, Sept. 24, '27 
Short-sighted tariff tactics 
Ind., 119: 324, Oct. 1, '27 
Controversy with Argentina 
Cur. Hist., 27:276-7, Nov., '27 
Tariff reckoning begins 
Nation, 125: 302-3, Sept. 28, '27 
Tariff tangles 
Nation, 125:302-3, Sept. 28, '27 
Necessity of free trade 
Nation, 125: 24-6, J1. 6, '27 
Quantitative restating, etc. 
Am. J. Soc., 32: 921-30, May, '27 
American trade and tariff 
An. Am. Acad., 127: 128-33, Sept, '26, 
(Contlnuell on pnge 4) 
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DROP OF OIL IN TIME wOlth more than victorips. If you 
SAVES A BUR~-OUT LATER have proof that the By-laws have 
b: en flagrantly violated submit it to 
our Debating Council and abide by our 
impal tial decision. 
('onllnued from pa ge 1) 
and scrupulously observe them. Art. 
VI, Sect. 4, Art. VIII, and Art. XI, for 
instance, have at times been violafed, 
with resulting inconvenience. Let 
evel'Y coach attend to these and sim-
ilar items in a businesslike way. 
Getting the Judges 
This is always a difficult task and 
one that requires good judgment. Here 
the spirit rather than the letter of 
the By-laws should be observed. It 
Special Arrarngements is sometimes hard for a large city 
hald and fought fairly you have done 
all that could be expected. You got 
practice in debating and that is worth 
more than victory. Tennyson makes 
Sir Lancelot, Arthur's greatest 
knight, exclaim, 
"Thrown have I been, not once, 
but many a time. 
Victor from vanquished issues at 
the last, 
And overthrower from being-
If special arrangements are made high school to go outside of the city 
CHARLES H. ENGLE, '28 among the members of a group, as lines to get Judges, when there are 
Associate Editors I they may be under Art. XVIII, we ad- !'I0 many neutral and competent men 
Editor-in-Chief 
overthrown." 
A victory over your temper is worth 
more than a victory over an opponent 
Practice the golden rule in every con-
test and you will be a good "sport." 
MALCOLM E. BARR, '29 ROBERT E. L. JOHNSON, '29 C. RICHARD VDER, '29 vise that they be put in writing, sign- and women within the city itself. I 
MILDRED T. STIBl'rZ, '28 ed by the membel's and submitted to think the groups of large city schools 
Athletic Editors Alumni Editor 
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ALICE E. FETTERS, '28 
CORA E. J, GULICK, '2 
Special Feature Writers 
the Council. This is the only busi- might well agl'ee among themselves ----U----
nesslike way. Oral agreements are to waive Art. VIII, Sect. 2 of the TWO EXCELLENT ADDRESSE 
apt to lead to misunderstandings, and By-laws, which requires that judges 
MARY OBERLIN, '29 HELEN REBER, '29 
CHARLES FITZKEE, '28 
in such cases the Council oould be of must not come from the school dis- BY UCCE FUL COACHES 
RUTH MOYER, '28 no help in untangling the snarl. triat of the host school. (Continued from page 1) 
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SPECIAL INTERSCHOLASTIC' DEBATING NUMBER 
Scouting In making out lists of possible In spoken discourse the sentences are 
"Sceuting" is forbidden in Art. judges to sumbit to the guest school, shert and snappy; exclamations and 
XVI, Sect. 3; but even if it were not, be sure that you put down the names l'hetorical questions abound; figures of 
I am sure no honorable student would of uch persons only as are strictly speech are common; and in general 
want to know in advance what his op- neutral and thoroughly competent. there is a heightened tone that ad-
ponent is going to say. Such unethical Any "sharp practice" here would be mits of feeling in utterance. Debates 
spying would rob him of the best pal t thoroughly dishonorable. If a liBt of must often be rewritten five or six 
10f his training, the ability to meet names is submitted to you do not times before they acquire the neces-
~n unexpected situation. Let coaches I pro.test any e~cept fpr good r~a~ons. sary speaking qualities. 
Edited by M. W. Witmer, Pres. of U. I. D. League 
Impress upon their students the im- I hke ~he "attItude of one P:l~cIpal, I That Mrs. Wyatt's principles are 
portance of standing honorably on ,\> ho saId! I am pe~ectly wI~lmg to sound is shown by the fact that her 
their own feet. If the. debates are accept .wI~hout que~tlOn the "hst that I two teams swept everything before 
held on the same evemngs, as the any pI'1n~Ipal submIts to me. . If you them last year in the group of three 
____ By-laws provide, there can be very must stnke o.ut any names, gIve the other large suburban school; with 
little opportunity for scouting. host school .your reasons fOT doing so. which Abington debated. MONDAY, JANUARY 2, 1928 
1.Ebttorial (!Lommrnt 
REMARKS AT RANDOM 
This is OUr first appearance in the garb of a news sheet. We hope you 
will like both the "thought" and the "form." As for the "delivery," Uncle 
Sam must take care of that. Last spring we came to you in the somber gray 
of the College Bulletin Report, which was more dignified and more appropri-
ate for the Principal's desk. But this is for you, students and teachers of 
debating, who like something a little more inspiring .. 
This issue is another one of the League's attempts to be helpful. Some-
times we are asked what advantages there are in organized as against "free 
lance" debating. These pUblications, the trophies, the annual conferences, 
the standardized By-laws, and the disentangling of unpleasant snarls should 
be sufficient answer to that question. In union there is sb'ength; in co-oper-
ation there is enthusiasm. 
We ask you to think of the League, not in terms of .its College sponsor, 
nor yet in terms of its officers, but rather in terms of the fifty high schools 
which will this year constitute its membership. To belong to so large and so 
active an organization is an inspiration and an honor. Del~gates come away 
from the conferences with new ideas, with new social contacts, and with the 
feeling th,at they have part in a large and worthy movement. 
We take great pleasure in welcoming to OUr membership a number 
of new schoois, some large, otnels smaller, but all interested in debating. 
It is particularly gratifying that some of these have come without solicita-
tion. They have heard of the League's work and wish to have a part in it. 
We hope your first experience will be satisfactory. If anything should prove 
disappointing, remember that new machinery sometimes creaks a little. Our 
best-oiled groups are the oldest ones. 
As we write this on the last day of 1927 we wish you a successful and 
happy New Year. Whether you win or lose your debates you will be suc-
cessful because you are getting valuable experience, and you will be happy 
becasue you have done your best. 
... ... ... ... • 
FREE LIBRARY PRIVILEGES 
Coaching The Haulsburg-Lancaster-Lebanon-
York group is trying a plan this year Arousing Debating Interest 
"Coaching" is defined in Art. VI. Th d b t"d b ld t which I think is an improvement upon e e a lng I ea can e so 0 
My experience conviuces me that h' h hIt d t d' t M the By-laws. Each school has agreed Ig sc 00 S u en s, accor 109 0 r. 
these limitations are wise. Debates B t M L' ht P' to submit to the other schools, before e1' ram . Ig , rmcipal of the 
must not develop into a battle of wits HIt H' h S h I h d the seasen opens, a list of twenty-five umme SOwn Ig c 00, w a a -
between two school faculties; this d d th Co f th b' t names. From those not stricken off resse e n erence on e su Jec , 
would rob students of their own in- "H t A Itt' Db' the hest school can then secure its ow 0 rouse n eres 10 e at10g 
itiative and make them mere pawns. . H' h S hi" 
J'udges considerably in advance of the lo Ig c 00 s. If one coach is conscientious in ob- M L' ht' d b h' debate and with less likelihood of r. Ig s recor ears out IS 
serving these limitations and another d f d h' d' t' d "previous engagement" refusals. This wor s, or un er IS lrec Ion an 
is not, the honest coach is put to a I I d h' h' h' h 1 plan will doubtless prevent delays and arge y un er IS coac mg IS sc 00, 
disadvantage. Teachets may guide th s 11 t . f f t eleventh hour impressment of unsat- e rna es In a group 0 our, pu 
the thinking of their debaters in con- t t . t th fi ld 1 t isfactory judges. I should like to wo earns moe e as year, 
ferences, just as they would in a a fi t d b t' tte t d see it tried by more of the groups. s a rs e a mg a mp, an now 
socialized recitation; but beyond that has a bronze plaque on its walls to 
it would be wrong to go-it is harm- Judging a Debate reward its efforts. An abstract of 
ful to your students to do their work (The following is addressed to Mr. Light's address follows: 
for them and it is unsportsmanlike judges directly, and it might be well The l'eason so few schools today 
toward your opponents. to ask each judge to read it before have debating is that there is not 
Acting a Host every contest) enough effort on the part of school 
The term "host" is used advisedly, Not everyone is qualified to judge authorities to "sell" debating to stu-
and implies that the host school must a debate. If you have been called by dents. School officials can "sell" ath-
be fair and courteous in every way. both schools it is an honor and implies letics and dramatics to the student 
If you are the hosts, you must do a responsibility. You have been chosen body and to the public because they 
as you would be done by. Let every- because you are neutral and compe- already have a genuine interest in 
thing be open and above board, so that tent. You must lay aside all prejudice these activities; all the principal or 
there can be no grounds for suspicion. and preconceived notions, especially teacher needs to do is direct the effort. 
If your debaters meet the judges, see on the tariff question this year. Ap- But in the case of debating the in-
to it that the visiting debaters meet proach the debate with an open mind. terest must first be aroused, often 
them at the same time. Give no in- You are asked to decide, not in favor in the face of the more popular 
structions to judges beyond those is- of what you think is the better side sports. 
sued by the League. A void speaking of the question, but solely on the mer- Of course the school official must 
with the judges privately before or its of the debating in the contest. first of all be thoroughly convinced 
dUl;ng the debate. If the League Therefore followtheinstructions hand- himself of the permanent value of de-
provisions are properly carried out in ed to you, being careful not to make bating to his boys and girls. Every 
spirit the judges will not know which any mistakes. organization, every profession and 
set of debaters represents your school. Do nct speak to anyone during the calling of modern life puts a pre-
We are very happy to announce that we have made al'fangements with I have judged debates in which ap- debate or until you have rendered mium upon the ability to think c1ear-
the Allentown Free Library and with the Pennsylvania State Library at plause was as warm for the visiting as your decision. Such speaking almost ly and to speak effectively before the 
Harrisburg whereby our member schools that are within reach of these cen- for the horne team. I have also been caused trouble last year. It pays to public. The farmer in his grange, the 
tres may have all the library facilities placed at their disposal. The plan is a judge when students showed di(3- take notes; I have often served as a business man in his service club, the 
to have a special resel've shelf where the -librarians will place all the material courtesy toward the visitors, and I judge, and never could decide fairly engineer before a board of directors-
they have relating to our question. Debaters and coaches may go there in- must cenfess that at once my sym- without them. Follow each debater all must have training in public 
dividuallY' or as a squad and find the reading matter ready for them. If p~thies were aroused for the visitors. attentively, even though he may not speaking if they are to be leaders in-
your school intends to avail itself of this great opportunity, please give notice No sensible judge will be favorably in- be interesting; he needs your en- stead of followel's. The high school 
in advance to the librarian-Miss Isabel McC. Turner, at Allentown, Or Mr. fluenced by undue applause for the couragement. Do not mark your baI- principal must realize these condition! 
Frederic A. Godcharles, at Harrisburg-of the time you are coming, so that home team or disrespect for the the lot until the last speaker has finished, and help his pupils to face them. 
arrangements may be made to accommodate your squad. visitors; if anything, he will be preju- no matter how one-sided the contest; The agencies for arousing interest 
A letter has just arrived from Miss Helen B. Umble, of Lancaster, say- diced against the hosts and in favor if you do the losers will see it and in such a worthwhile activity are 
ing that her library is to be included in the above list. of the guests. Discourtesy by the criticize you. Do not be carried away many and will readily suggest them-
These libraries are the centers of a considerable part of our mem- host school is not only unsportsman- by a pleasing delivery alone, nor yet selves. In the first place, the real 
bership; and, in order that all schools may have the same oppotunities, the like, but it is a strategical blunder. by mere assertion; look for definite and permanent value of debating 
material must of course be kept in the libraries on reserve, otherwise a few Let school authorities caution their facts and sound reasoning in the argu- should be explained to the student 
would get it to the exclusion of the others. If the work is planned in ad- students in advance, and then be on ment. Delivery counts for only one body. This should be followed by the 
vance a squad under the direction of the coach can do a great deal in a few hand to see that their advice is ob-l third in our scoring. You may give organization of literary or debating 
hours with material already assembled. sel'ved. the reasons for your decision after clubs, under faculty direction, where 
Ursinus College is also the center of a number of debating schools, and Being a Guest the debate if you are asked and wish the students' interest may find ex-
we shall be glad to extend to you privileges similar to those explained above Of course the guest as well as the tv do so, but avoid making remarks pression. Debates may well be cor-
and under similar conditions. Negotiations are pending with several other host school has certain obligations. which will cause the losers to think related with the work of the English 
large libraries within the League territory. As soon as these are completed One of these is not to "carry a chip you partial Or biased. and Social Science departments. 
the schools concerned will be notified. on the shoulder" or be unduly suspic- These suggestions may seem super- One reason why football is so popu-
Now these library privileges which we have secured for you imply cer- ious. Your hosts are people like fiuous, but I am sure you will accept lar is that it attracts much publicity. 
tain obligations. It should go without saying that such privileges must not yourselves; if you would not do any- them in the proper spirit; they ha,ve Debating should also be given pub-
be abused. When you go to these libraries observe scrupulously all their thing unfair the chancQs are they all been made necessary by past mIS- licity in school bulletins and maga-
regulations. One of them of course will be silence in the reading l·oom. would not either. Always give them I understandings. Your task is a labor zines, and through the local news-
Another will be that books and magazines must not be mutilated or defaced the benefit of the doubt. If you are I of love, and not always properly ap- papers. This is sure to follow if in-
with marks in any way. If you are careful a set of magazines may be defeated take your defeat in good preciated; but you are helping a terscholastic debates are held. As a 
consulted by many debaters and be just as clean and good at the end of the spirit and examine yourselves to see worthy cause and the ~fty. member further incentive the Pennsylvania 
season as at the beginning. Remember that others besides debaters will want where you can do better next time schools of the League umte In thank- and the National Honors Societies 
to use these references. Here is a chance for self-control and character in:-;tead of accusing the victors of ing you. grant standardized insignia of real 
building. Public property must be respected. This is an experiment, and if sharp practices. Spirit of Sportsmanship value, and these the school may well 
these libraries find their privileges abused they will promptly withdraw them. Above all, don't publish hasty Crit-I Everything in this article can be bestow upon it~ debaters just as it 
Noblesse oblige! icisms in your school papers and stir summed up in one slogan-show the I gives monograms to its athletes. 
These arrangements are one more evidence that· debating within the up a hostile sentiment in the com- proper spirit of sp·oI'tsmanship. Learn I But perhaps the most effective way 
League has advantages not found in "free-lancing." Librarians would hardly munity. This will simply make every- I to win without getting "cocky"; learn of getting results is by a close per-
have time to prepare shelves of material for individual sch.ools, e~pecially on body unhappy and get~ you no:,here. I to lose without g~tting "sore." som:-] sonal contact with students and a 
many different questions. But they are glad to render thIS seI"Vlce for sev-I A quarrel may result m breaking up I body must lose 10 every contest; If word of encouragement now and then 
eral groups of League schools all debating the same question. Organization I your group, and then you will not I it happens to be your team, keep to those who show rial debatine- tal-
here, as elsewhere, means greater economy and efficiency of effort. get the debating puractice which is sweet about it. If you have worked ent. 
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Wbt WOWtt" millbow s. o. S. HELPS FOR DEBATER ments On both sides, bring together el'yoften we reverse the above pro- effect follow the cause immediately. 
GIVEN IN TABLOID DO ES tho e Lhat are related, strike out those cess; i. e., we reason from a general If we drop a ball we are sure it will 
7:N this edition of that are trivial or off the ubject, and conclusion back to particular details. fall, because the law of gravitation 
2J the Weekly de- I ~Contlnued from page 1) subordinate the less important to the Thi i called deductive reasoning. acts immediately. But if we start for 
voted wholly to the SometImes you will have to copy the more important. In thi way you For eample, I may have read in a Chicago we cannot be absolutely cer-
Interscholastic De- I exac;t words, a here, and use quota- should find two, three, or four (not botany that all water-cress grows tain of getting there, for some other 
bating Lea g u e tion marks; sometimes merely the more) big points that clash. These in sluggish sheams. Therefore when cause, such as an accident, may pl'e-
ponsol'ed by Ur- substance in your own words; some- are then stated in question form as I See water-cress on the table I say vent our arrival. Similarly, abundant 
sinus Colleg'e, I times statlstics in tabular form . Be the main isslSes, and all your argu- I thi water-cress grew in some slug- crops, which ordinarily cause prosper-
wish to address a accurate and never misrepresent the ments must tend to prove or disprove gish stream. Such reasoning may be ity, may not do so this time because 
few thoughts to auth<)r. File your cards by topics in I these points. stated thus: of a poor banking system or inade-
the school boys and I envelopes, with the topic wirtten on This work i3 called the analysi3 of All water-crass grows in slug- quate railroad facilities. 
school g1i.rls thru- the outside. This makes it easy for the question, and can not be done un- gish streams. To test this fOl'm of reasoning you 
out the country on I everybody to get at all the material til both sides have been carefully stud- This plant is water-cress. must ask yourself (1) whether the 
the subject of de- , accumulated. Put only one item on ied. This step takes time, and fre- Therefore, this plant grew in a known cause can produce the sup-
bating. It is my a card, or you can't file it. Wl'ite leg- quent changes are necessary. A sound sluggish stream. posed effect, and (2) whether some 
custom to peak ibly and let everyone use the same analysis is half the battle won. Ju t The chief tests to apply here are other cause may step in to pI'event the 
once a week thru system. as in a socialized recitation, the these: 1. Is the first statement really usual effect. 
this column quite I Defining Term teacher must guide, but never mo- true? 2. Does the object mentioned Analogy 
. ~n~or.mally on .. all All teroms in the proposition. t~at a~'e nopolize, the t~inking. . in the second stat~ment real1y belong Analogy is a form of compari on. 
sorts of tOPICS, and It IS In the famlhar I not c.l~at must be defined. DIctionary Makmg a Bnef to the class mentIOned in the fhst? If we argue that compulsory arbitra-
style of every day conversation that de'fimtlons seldom suffice. "Should the 'fhe brief is a special kind of outline (In the above instance does the plant tion of labor disputes would work well 
I would have this short chat with I Philippines be given immediate inde- in which every topic is a full state- really belong to the w'ater-cress fam- in Pennsylvania because it has worked 
you. pendence?" What does "immediate" ment. There is nO room to go into ily?) If you can answer yes to these well in Kansas we are arguing from 
Debating is a very old form of mea~ here-t~d~y or five. years from details here; if you want real guid- simple tests your reasoning should be analogy. The underlying principle is 
school exercise. It was the crown- now. The dlcbon~ry wlll not h.elp, ance consult a text-book in Compo- sound. This form of argument is less that like cause will produce like ef-
ing discipline in the mental training but common .sense wIll. Let bo~h SIdes sition, such as "The Art of Writing common than the inductive kind. The fects under like conditions. But fre-
of the ancient Greeks. They used the ~gree that It shall mean durmg the English," by Brown and Barnes, or tests, however, are often useful in ref- quently the conditions are not alike. 
term "dialectics," which included the , ltfe of . the pres~nt. Congress, and Foster's "Argumentation and De- utation. I In the above instance the analogy is 
study of logic. Down through the th~re Will be no qmbbllng. . bating." Argument from Authority hardly sound because Kansas is a rela-
Middle Ages, "dialectics" continued Should ~ongress have the right, I !n passing, it may ~e noted that a If a man is a well-known authority tively s:nall state with an agric~ltural 
in the school course. It stood, with by a two-thIrds. -:,ote of each House, brief has an Introduction, a Body, and on the subject you are discussing you populatIOn, whereas Penrtsylvama has 
grammar and rhetoric as the "triv- to annul a deCISIon of the Supreme a Conclusion. The introduction con- 'ft b tt a large industrial population includ-. '. . . C ·t ?" D "t tl . 'd "h . . . . . . can 0 en u ress your own argu- . . ' . 
!Um" Or elementary dIVISIOn of the our.. oes wo- 111 s ele me~n tams the defimtlon of terms, hIstory ment by referring to facts which he mg many foreIgners. Naturally m-
curriculum, which as a whole was two-thIrds of the whole m~mbershlp ,.f th7 pr,oposition, and main issu~s in has collected or even by quoting his dustrial problems al'e much .greater 
known as "The Seven Liberal Arts." of each House,? or two-thIrds of a questIon fOl'm. It never takes SIdes. opinion. Chief Justice Taft is an au- and harder to solve here than m Kan-
In the days of the Schoolmen, who quorum of ~ach.' In. the latter case The body contains the main issues, thority on the Philippines because he sas. 
were the forerunners of OUr modern a.n . actual mmor~ty mIght annul a ~e- with the SUb-topics and minor topics was once Governor-General of the Is- The test for aI'gument from analogy 
Age, success in debate wal!l the indi- CISIO~ o! our hl.ghest court. Agam, I that tend to prove them. All the lands and later govel'ned them from is whether the essential conditions are 
cation of scholarship. Just as the t?~ dIctionary WIll not help, b~t a de- facts and arguments the student has Washington when he was Secretary of really alike. In the lIlustration above 
mediaeval knights held "jousts" of an CISIOn of the Supreme Court wIll. ~hat n~ust be included here. A wide mar- War. He would probably not be an the essential conditions are industrial, 
athletic nature, so the mediaeval body has decla~ed that two-thuds glll should be left, and opposite each authority on baseball, however, be- and they are not alike. Analogy alone 
scholars held intellectual "jousts" in shall mean ~wo-thlrds of a quorum. fact should be placed in this margin cause that is not his field. Be sure is seldom sufficient to prove a point, 
the fonn {}f debates. Scholars would Always lllt~~pret your terms to the exact source and page of the your men are authorities in the field although it is a useful help. It is 
travel great distances to meet one fit t~e proposl~lOn and find .the best book Or magazine where the fact was in which you quote them. The better more useful in explaining a point than 
another in contests of this kind. pos.slble authon~y for your m~erp.re- found. This takes time, but is valu- known they are the more weight they in proving it. 
tatlOn. If there IS danger of qUlbbllllg able training '11 h If th t 11 k Refutatl'on Debating, therefore, is nothing new. 1 h t hit' . WI ave. ey are no we nown, 
It is as old as school-life itself, and et t e wo sc 00 s or an
b 
e~ ll'~ gr~up The conclusion simply restates the you must tell your audience why they Refutation aims to pull down an 
it is just as valuable today as a form come to an agreement e ore an. main issues and the proprosition. All are authorities. opponent's al'gument by showing er-
of educational discipline as in the Hi~tory of the Ques~ion this .will bec~me clear by examining a Argument from authority is much rors in facts or reasoning. By prun-
past. There are three things that de- T~ere .IS usually a certam amoun~ speCImen brIef. overdone in high school debates. Your ing away the dead branches we get 
bating does for the mind that I would of hIstOrIcal matter to be mas~ered by Mere Assertion Not Argument audience wants to hear your facts and at the living truth. Nowhere does 
bl'ing to your attention. the s~ude~t be~ore he can dISCUSS a Shouting from the housetops that reasons, not those of somebody else. the debater show his skill more than 
In the first place, to debate on a question mtelhgently. No. one can the moon is composed of green cheese In the case of facts, you must tell in refutation. It is here that most 
subject requires wide and accurate argue profitabl.y. a~out ~he mdepend- does not make it so. A pompous pol- wpere you got them, of course, But debates are won or lost. There is 
knowledge. It requires that one be ence of the PhIhppmes If he does ~ot itician's noisy claim that the pros- you should not quote the opinions of space in this article for only a few 
informed with reference to the entire know how they fared under Spamsh perity of the country depends upon his no'ted men at great length. A well- suggestions. Go to a book on debating 
field of facts and ideas covered by the rule, how they came to us by the for- re-election does not make it so eithel'; chosen sentence 01' two of actual quo- for others. 
question at issue. This in itself is a tune.s of war, and ~ow we had to fight if he wants us to believe him let him tation will usually suffice. If you want Examine your opponent's facts 
good thing. Anything that will stim- Agumaldo to retalr~ the~. The fact prove his point with evidence. In other to know how much of an authority carefully. If they are false or if the 
ulate research and develop habits of t~at they had a umversl~y before v.:e words, mere assertion without evi- an author is, look up his I'ecord in sources are unreliable, point that out. 
accuracy and thoroughness in study dId may also shed some hght on then dence is worthless in real argument. "Who's Who in America." A good Be sure that you have the best and 
is extremely valuable in education. ed~cational background. Other things If you want to convince us that wa~ to offset an opponent's author- latest facts yourself to refute his. 
There is entirely too mueh guess bemg equal,. the better a ~tudent the abolition of capital punishment ities is to cite stronger ones on your If he has used any of the above forms 
work in the getting of knowledge to- knows the hIstory of the questIOn the has worked well in certain states give side. of reasoning apply the tests already 
day. Students who undertake to de- better he wil.l be able to discuss it. us the facts. If you want your hear- Reaso.ning from Effect to Cause given and try to show that his reason-
bate soon find out that facts, not However, m the actual debate he ers to believe in a high protective The fundamental principle under- ing is false. 
mere opinions, are the only effective will not have time to tell all he tariff or in free trade don't appeal lying almost all reasoning is that Do not quibble about trifles; go 
ammuniti<>n when the battle is on. knows. Let him state, in the briefest to their political prejudices but show every effect must have a cause. Fre- after the main issues and the evi-
Fully authenticated facts, and not possible manner, only those few his- them how and where the one or the quently the effect is known and we dence that is offered as proof of them. 
mere approximations, constitute the tori cal facts which the audience must other policy has worked best in the reason backward to discover the cause Try to think of all opposing argu-
subject matter of a successful speech. know to follow his discussion. It is kmg run. or causes which produced it. Suppose ments in advance and have an answer 
Secondly, preparation for a debate very easy to lose time and bore one's J3ut evidence consists of sound l'ea- a school child in a community has ready-not a memorized answer, but 
gives. one an invaluable training in listeners. ~y dwe~ling too long up.on soning as well as facts and statistics. typhoid fever. This is the effect and one that you clearly understand. Do 
the orderly processes of thinking. the defimtIons, hIstory, and othel' lll- The facts are simply the foundation we want to find the cause. The germs not read long extracts in l'ebuttal; 
Not facts alone, but the way in which tr . ::luctory matterl.'!. of an argument; the reasoning is the may have come from the school or they merely kill time. Try, in your 
they are marshalled tn the argument Finding the Main Issues house built upon it. Unreliable facts home drinking water, from the milk first speech, to l'efute some of the 
is what counts. A "logical mind" is The main issues are the three 01' are mere sand; unsound reasoning is supply, or from some person who is strongest arguments. Never misrepI'e-
not wholly a matter of inheritance. four most important points, upon a mere shell. Both facts and reason- a carrier of such germs. We an- sent an opponent; always be fair and 
One can do much to improve the va- which the whole discussion hinges. In ing must be good if the argument is alyze the water and milk supplies and courteous. 
lidity of thought and the facility of the Philippine question they might to withstand the storms of opposition. find that they are pure. Hence we Beginning 
the thinking process by practice. De- well be these: 1. Do the Filipinos Reasoning from Particulars conclude that the disease came from a 
bating requires just this kind of prac- want independence? 2. Are they fit In the following paragraphs we human carrier and tryl to find him. 
tice, and therefore yields valuable for it? 3. Is it wise for us to grant shall take a glance at the forms of In this kind of reasoning you must 
training not only for the immediate it? If the affirmative can prove these reasoning commonly used in argu- ask yourself (1) whether the sup-
purpose of success in a contest, but three points it has certainly made out ment. The first begins with particular posed cause could really prcduce the 
for the larger end of having a skilled a strong case. instances and arrives at a general effect, and (2) whether the supposed 
working mind. The best way to find the main issues conclusion. This is called inductive caUSe is the only one that could pro-
. Thirdly, a highly valuable mental is this: Fold several sheets of type- reasoning. I may have noticed duce the effect. For instance, if you 
exercise is gotten in the debate itself. writer paper lengthwise. In the left water-cross growing in a sluggish wish to show that the prosperity of 
Intellectual exepriences do not become column write all the arguments you brook. My curiosity is aroused and I the country is due to a high protective 
ful1y fixed until discharged. To can find for the affirmative; in the keep my eyes open. Every time I tariff you must make it cleal' that 
gather facts is one thing, to study right column, all those you can find see water-cress growing it is in a such a tariff has produced prosperity 
them and arrange them in conclusive for the negative. Try to arrange your sluggish brook. Finally I come to in the past. You must also show that 
order is another, but they are not yet points so that the conflicting ones the general conclusion that water- no other causes, such as abundant 
fully one's own. It is only after they will be opposite each other. For in- cress always grows in a sluggish crc·ps or good foreign markets, have 
have been expressed in written or stance, one side will claim that the brook. caused the present prosperity. Fre-
IIpoken form that they become part Filipinos are now governing them- This method of reasoning is excel- quently about all we can prove is that 
of one's self. Spoken expression is selves. The other side will assert that lent if if is based on enough typical a certain cause is one among many. 
better than written for this purpose, their highest officials are still Amer- examples. In the above case my con- Rea oning from Cause to Effect 
because the · physical rea ction I.'! in- icans. These conflicting claims should elusion is probably correct. But I This is just the reverse of the pre-
valved are more pronounced and effec- stand as opposites. Some points on may see a United States Senator that ceding. This time the cause is known 
tive. each side will go unopposed. is over sixty years of age, and then and we want to find out what effect 
Doubtless these very reasons are Now carefully examine the argu- another, until I have seen a dozen followed or will follow. In other 
responsible for the debate as a time- --- such Senators, all (;>ver sixty years of words, we rea30n forward and not 
honored means of education. The best scholastic Debating League. Ursinus age. Am I therefore justified in jump- backward. If we know there are 
educated m~ of all ages are those College will consider herself well re- ing to the conclusion that al1 United typhoid germs in water and someone 
Who have profited by this kind of dis- paid for her part in sponsoring the States Senators are over sixty years drinks of that water we predict that 
cipline. If you school boys and school League, in the benefits which will be of age.? By no means, because these he will get typhoid fevel'. However, 
gir)s of 1928 wish to get most out of yours, and in the support this will may not be typical, but exceptions. we cannot be sure; his constitution 
Jour education, do as your predeces- give your teachers in their efforts to In this kind of l'easoning, always may be immune to typhoid germs. 
lOll have done for hundreds, yes I build up the intellectua~ standards of ask yourself: 1. Have enough cases The more closely the cause and ef-
thousands of years, before you-go in your IIchoo). been examined? 2. Are the cases fect go together the surer we may be 
for the debates. Take advantage of GEORGE L. OMWAKE, typical or exceptional? of OUr reasoning. If we touch a hot 
the opportunitiel o1fered in the Inter- President of Urainus College. RenrsinK the Above Procellil stove we are sure of being burnt; the 
The first affirmative peake)' should 
use perhaps one fifth of his time-no 
mOI'e-for the definition of terms, his-
tOI'y of the question, and main is-
sues, before launching into a discus-
sion of his own point. The first nega-
tive speaker should take a moment 
either to accept these or to make need-
ed corrections. 
Do not begin with the stereotyped 
form, "Our question tonight is, Re 
solved that ...... " etc. Say I'ather, 
"The question of Philippine independ-
ence is an important one ...... " etc. 
Vary the opening sentences. Those 
who come after the first speaker can 
fl'eqently begin by refuting a strong 
preceding argument, or by pointing 
out how their entire speeches answer 
what has gone before. 
Ending 
Each speaker may well end with a 
skillful-not a merely mechanical-
summary of what he has tried to 
prove. But don't say, "I have proved 
beyond a doubt," because you prob-
ably haven't. It is more modest to 
say, "I have tried to show." How-
ever, in addition to the summary, 
there should be a short paragraph of 
urgent appeal to the heart rather than 
the head. The last speaker on each 
side should sum up the whole case 
and end with a climax of appeal. 
4 
A BAK ·R' DOZE OF RE -
SO l' FOR H. DEBATI G 
1. It teach"s methods of re ·search. 
2. It afford a drill in clear think-
ing, sound analysis, and logica l 
al'r:mgement. 
3. It give~ a knowledge of current 
social problems. 
4. It .affo!·d a drill in written and 
poi<en Engli h. 
5. It affords training in public 
speaking. 
6. It gives that self-confidence be-
fore an audience which is best 
acquired in youth. 
7. It gives book-minded students a 
cha~c at a contest. 
8. It gi e such students a chance, 
along with thei r athletic sch ool-
mates, to enjoy a little whole-
orne limelight. 
9. It gives s uch students a chance 
to work for their school. 
10. It affol'cls close contact between 
teacher and student. 
11. It develops intellectual l'e-
sou l'Cefu lness. 
12. It develops tolerance for the 
views of others. 
13. It prepares for citizenship and 
leariership in after life. 
----u----
LEAGUE CONFEREN E BE T 
EVER HELD AT UR I U 
(Continued from page 1) 
the moming; and Miss Julia Shu-
tack, of Mauch Chunk Twp., fOl' the 
afternoon . As Prof. Sheeder is also 
Treasurer, there was no itemized 
financial report. The P're ident an-
nounced that the College Treasury 
had appropriated $396.50 to the work 
of the League, most of which went 
to the purchase of trophies. It will 
thus be seen that the League is far 
from self-supporting on a five dollar 
annual fee fl'om each school. Under 
new business the delegates elected Mr. 
W . E. De Turck, Supervising Princi-
pal of Spring City, as Vice President 
for the ensuing year. 
As a Committee on Questions the 
President appointed Miss Emma 
Christian; of Norristown, Mr. A. J. 
English, of Royel'sford, and Mr. W. 
H. Fackenthal, of Easton. From about 
fifteen questions submitted by the 
various schoolS this committee l'e-
ported three back to the Conference, 
and one of these-the tariff question-
was finally selected after considerable 
discussion. 
The "question box," a new feature 
this year, cleared up some doubtful 
points and brought out a number of 
interesting discussions. This was a 
good innovation and should be even 
more helpful next year. 
The practice of awarding a pin or 
some other form of insignia to inter-
scholastic debaters and orators is 
growing and should be encouraged . 
Mr. H . M. Wessel, of Cheltenham, has 
done commendable work to promote 
this movement. At present he is the 
acting head of The Interscholastic 
Forensic Society, a Pennsylvania or-
ganization that numbers a consider-
able membership and has awarded 
many insignia. 
Mr. Wessel addressed the Confer-
ence on this subject. He stated that 
he is now so busy with teaching and 
graduate work that he no longer has 
time to promote the organization, and 
expressed the wish that some one else 
would take his place. Mr. J . W. Sny-
der, Supervising Principal of Slating-
ton, spoke of the work done by the 
National Forensic Society organized 
by Ripon College, and raised the ques-
tion whether there was need of a local 
organization. Mr. Wessel, in reply, 
pointed out some features of the Penn-
sylvania society that are superior. 
Some discussion followed, but no ac-
tion was taken to relieve Mr. Wessel. 
It is to be hoped he can "carryon" 
until a successor is found. 
One of the pleasantest features of 
the Confel'ence was the luncheon 
served by the College in its new din-
ing room, which was comfortably 
filled by the delegates. All expressed 
themselves delighted with its air of 
homelikeness and cheer. Just before 
the luncheon Mr. Bussa, of N orris-
town, took the photograph of the 
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Receipts 
Dues received to Nov. 1, '27 $115.00 
Balance on hand Nov. 1, '2(j 1.64 
'rotal .................. $116.64 
Exp 11 es 
To M. W. Witmer 
(F·:lt' stamps, stationery, 
dup lication, etc ........ . 
NOli ist· .... wn Registel' Co., 
pi inting ......... .. . . . 





Balanc an hand Nov. 1, '27 8.59 
College Donation 
Sea on of 1926-27 
Postage ...... . ........... 10.00 
Traveling expenses ........ 75.68 
Luncheon tv delegates .... 13.40 
TIl onzc plaques , 4 @ $65 ea. 260.00 
10 cuts fl.r Annual Report 37.4G 
T _·~ al app.opriali on ...... $396.54 
Ff(;n1 the treasurer's report it 
appLaJ' that some schools failed to 
pay their dues last year. This 
made a heavier appropriation ne-
cessa.y f"om the College treasury. 
Please do not wait tv be dunned. 
Make your checks for Five Dollals 
payable to F. I. Sheeder, Treasur-
er, Ursinus College, 'ollegeville, 
Pa. All dues should Le ill befot'· 
F eb ruary 1. 
-- --1·----
T1H'se trophies are famlliar ights in many Pennsylvania high schl'ols . The plaque is a s()lio bronze ca sting, I LEAGUE GROW. BY LEAP. 
about ~ by 12 inches in size, mounted en a mahogan,}' base boal'U lcauy to ias ten t.J the wall. The brass plate pl'O-
vide a pellnanent reconl of the competing schools, the winnels. aw! thp ind :vidual debaters. This plaque, which COU TIE. CO-OPERAl'I G 
costs a little more than fifty dollars, i s a\val'ded on a three-ye:l! basis. During the first, econ d, and third yeal s , (('ontin ue,l from page 1) 
the winning school gets p:>ssession for a year only. At th e nct of three yeurs it is awarded permanently to the of addressing the high school prin-
seho(,l that has cor d the highest for the tIn ee years; i. e., the sc ho· .... l that has won the mc;st victories. This is cipals of both Lancaster and Lebanon 
explained more fully in the By-laws. Counties, representing some thirty 
The other trophy is a lalge silk banner in red, old golll, and b1uek, ('onta ining the names of the c.:>mpeting schools schools, on the subject of organized 
in hand-painted lettering. It is suspended from a gilded . taff and go ld-col0red ~ord with pendant tassels. When debating. As a result, five schools 
framed or hung' in a trophy case it makes a very rich appearance. This tlophy is given outright each year to the at once enrolled as members, and oth-
victor in a group' .of fOUl schools that does.not care to en tel' upon a three-year agreement. eTS are planning to join later. This 
TWO QUE TIO AN WERED 
A number' of schools asked last yea I' 
whether refutation is pel missible in 
the first speeches. It is n ot only per-
missible but highly desirable. Often 
the preceding speaker has scored a 
strong point which must be refuted 
befo-re the next speaker can make an 
impression. Then, too,refutation mixed 
with constructive argument shows 
that a debater can think on his feet 
and meet an emergency. It tends to 
break up memorized speeches. But 
no new material is to be introduced 
in l'ebuttal. 
Several coaches have been kind 
enough to suggest that the League 
headquarters should furnish the 
judges, or at least tht list of judges, 
We feel like the negro who was asked 
to change a ten dollar bill-ICWe 'pre-
ciates de compUmen' jes de same," 
But a little reflection will show what 
a herculean task it would be to fUt'nish 
judges for twenty-five or thirty de-
bates on the some evening. 
As for pI'oviding lists, we would 
have no means c·f knowing whether 
the persons we named were uncon-
nected with the contesting schools. 
What we can do, and what we have 
often done, is to ask some of our 




If your neighbor can debate, 
Wh'y should you stand by and wait 
Till the clock ticks out, "Too late!"? 
Water, cold when you begin, 
Scon gets "fine" when you are in. 
Plunge, the League will help you win. 
issue. After luncheon College stu-
delegates which is reproduced in this 
dents, acting as ushers, showed the 
visitors the library, the new dormi-
tories, and the enlarged gymnasium. 
The afternoon session of the Con-
ference closed with a vote of thanks 
to the College for its hospitality. Thus 
the largest and best debating meeting 
ever held by the League passed into 
history. Its success is already being 
felt through the additional applica-
tions for membership that are com-
ing to League headquarters. 
Our experience is that the member 
schools welcome co-operation but not 
interference. A hand-picked list from 
us would take away school initiative 
and cause dissatisfaction. 
A • HORT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
( onlinueu from page 1) 
A verage or mat'ginal costs, etc. 
J OUI'. Pol. Econ., 34:514-24, Aug., '2{) 
Big anti-tariff twister, etc. 
. Lit. Dig., 90:5-7, JI. 3, '26 
Fann revolt against tariff 
Lit. Dig., 93: 13-14, Apr. 2, '27 
Farmer and the tariff 
Rev. of Revs., 75: 312-13, Mar., '27 
Farmers, tariffs, and Democrats 
New Rep., 47: 187-9, Jl. 7, '26 
Mellon's tadff manifesto 
Lit. Dig., 91:16-17, Nov. 20, '26 
Our solemn farce-the tariff 
Atl. Mo., 138: 688-94, Nov., '26 
Statement on bankers' manifesto 
Cur. Hist., 25: 400-5, Dec., '26 
Tariff, the farmer's enemy 
Nation, 124:252, Mal'. 9, '27 
Tal iff and the fal'mer 
Nation, 123:192-3, Sept. 1, '26 
Tariff and prosperity 
Woman Cit., n. s., 11:21, Sept., '26 
Tariff l'eduction 
Rev. of Revs., 74:655-6, Dec. '26 
Thild knockout, etc. 
Lit. Dig., 90 :5-7, Jl. 10, '26 
Bankers tJ mash tariff walls 
Lit. Dig., 91:5-7, Oct. 30, '26. 
For Europe, free trade or ruin 
Nat. 124:206-7, Feb. 23, '27 
Free llade America, etc. 
Out., 144 :299-300, Nov. 3, '26 
FI ee trade protectionists 
New Rep., 48:286-7, Nov. 3, '26 
Great free trade manifesto 
NaL, 123 :442, Nov. 3, '26 
Plea to remove restrictions, etc. 
Nat. 123 :461-4, Nov. 3, '26 
Reciprocity 
Atl. Mo., 138:639-45, Oct., '26 
Reciprocity's ghost,' etc. 
Lit. Dig., 93:12, Apr. 9, '27 
American farmer and tariff 
An. Am. Acad., 117:166-76, Jan., '25 
Tariff tl'·:.ubles and remedy 
Rev. of Revs., 70 :527-36, Nov., '24 
Peter's coat and tariff 
Atl. Mo., 135 :153-8, Feb., '25 
B'3oks 
D. R. Dewey's "Financial History of 
U. S.", (5th ed., N. Y., 1915) 
F. W. Taussig's "Tariff History of 
U. S." (6th ed., N. Y., 1914) 
F. W. Tau,'sig's "Some Aspects of thE.> 
Tal'iff Question," (CambTidge, 19]5) 
See also articles on tariff in Encyclo-
pedia Brittanica New International, 01 
Americana, and bibliographies at end 
of articles. 
The Americana, New International, 
Amelican, and Statesman's Year 
Books and World Almanac should con-
tain up-to-date information. 
READING UP ON A , UBJECT 
co-opel'ation shows a fine apprecia-
tion on the part of school author-
ities. It is to be hpoed that other 
Dr. Samuel .Johnson once aid, superintendents will follow Mr. My-
"Knowl dge is of two kinds; we know lin's far-sighted example. 
a subject ourselves or we know where U----
to find infol'mation upon it." Else- RAI ING l\10NEY FOR DEBATES 
where in this issue are sugge tions (Continued from page 1) 
for finding information in reference to finance debating. Most of the read-
books, and for making out reading ing material needed can be secured in 
li s t s . Liburians can always help, and school or public libraries. (In this 
sometimes they get the material cConnection see the editorial column.) 
ready for you. The bigge t item of expense is prob-
But too much material is almost ably the traveling of the teams. But 
as bad as too little for a beginner. this may be kept down if some public-
It is like hunting for a grain of spirited student can borrow his fath-
wheat in a bushel of chaff. A fewer's automobile for the cost of the 
directions will therefore not be amiss. gasoline and perhaps a little extra. 
First get a general birds-eye view of Judges can usually be secured within 
the lay of the land. This may often a reasonable distance and will seldom 
be done best by reading an encyclo- accept more than their expenses. 
pedia article on the subject, which will In athletics, football is generally a 
give you your beal'ings and teach you money-maker and must help finance 
.what to look for. the non-supporting sports. In the 
In the next place, from a large mass same way dramatics, which are near-
.:;,f magazines and books you must try ly always well patronized, could help 
to select the best material. Start to pay for all forms of forensics. No 
with the most recent, and work back- schools tilat I know of have had any 
ward. You may find good arguments real difficulty in financing their de-
that are old, but your facts must be bates. The problem is as simple as 
up to date. that of "a docter of the old school" in 
Books are usually worth more than "Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush." He 
magazines, other things being equal; had but two remedies in all emer-
and magazines more than newspapets. gencies. One was water to keep the 
The standard magazines are better fever down and the other was whis-
than the more popular ones. Signed key to keep the vitality up. Similarly, 
newspaper articles are w(}rth more what the schools must do is keep the 
than unsigned news items. Pel'iod- expenses down and the income up. 
icals that specialize on certain sub- Ask your students to pitch in and 
jects are usually dependable in those help. They will find a way or make 
subjects. one. 
You should know who your authors ------.----
are and why they have a right to contain the gist of the whole chap-
speak on your topic. Look them up tel'. The first and last sentences of 
in "Who's Who in America" and find paragraphs often contain the topics 
out what training and experience they :>f the paragraphs. An experienced 
have. The best magazines have a leader will run over these rapidly, get-
"contt'ibutol's' column," in which they ting the genet'al thought, When he 
tell who their contributors are and comes to something that is important 
what they have done. Be sure to for his purpose he will stop and take 
consult this information . By follow- n:>tes carefully. 
ing these suggestions and using This skimming process is not a 
gcod judgment you should be able to means of superficial work. It is 
sift the wheat fl'om the chaff. simply a way of getting quickly at 
Of course you cannot read every what you need. When you find what 
word of the mass of mate! ial before you want you must !';top skimming and 
yc)u. The coach will d.o well to parcel get to digging. 
it out am.Jng the squad for note-tak- Demosthenes once said that the 
ing. But you must learn to skim over three principles of oratory are action, 
an al ticle and get the cream rapidly. more action, and still more action . 
The table of contents will give you a Similarly it may be said that three 
whole book in a nutshell. Pick out good 1 ules of fact-gathering are read-
the chapters you need most, and read I ing. more reading, and still more read-
them. Definite topics may be found I ing. But it must be thoughtful read-
quickly in the index. The first and ing, sometimes rapid, sometimes thot-
last paragraphs of a chapter usually ough. 
